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Opportunity at the Top
How America’s Best Teachers Could Close the Gaps,
Raise the Bar, and Keep Our Nation Great
By Bryan C. Hassel and Emily Ayscue Hassel

{

Our nation is squandering one of its most important resources
—our best teachers — and children are paying the price.
Thanks to two decades of research, everyone now
understands the vital role teachers play in student
learning. These days, few would debate that teachers
differ widely in their effectiveness. Our schools have
amazingly powerful teachers, woefully inadequate
teachers, and every gradation in between. And few
would dispute now that these differences have an
enormous impact on how much students learn. In
the schoolhouse, nothing matters more. Although
schools are trying to improve professional development and mentoring of teachers already on the job,
wide agreement has emerged that replacing ineffective teachers with high-potential teachers can directly and immediately improve student outcomes.
This consensus has generated two major responses
from policymakers and education reformers. First,
numerous efforts are underway to improve the pipeline of teachers entering the profession. We are
encouraging more of our talented college seniors to
consider teaching, enticing mid-career professionals
to change jobs, and retooling the ways we prepare
teaching candidates for the challenges of teaching.1
Second, we are becoming more serious about
removing the least effective teachers from classrooms. Spurred by compelling research,2 the federal
Race to the Top competition,3 and major philanthropic initiatives,4 states and districts across the
country are working to revamp teacher-evaluation
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systems to reflect the performance differences everyone knows are there. And as measures improve,
policymakers are beginning to consider ways to use
the data, such as by dismissing or denying tenure to
teachers who fall short on the new ratings.
Yet in our zeal to bring in new sources of talent
and relieve schools of their lowest performers, we
risk overlooking what is perhaps the most obvious,
immediate source of improved teaching effectiveness:
the great teachers we already have.

The top 25 percent of U.S. teachers —
more than 800,000 of them — already
achieve a level of results that could enable
all of our children to meet and exceed
standards.
The top 25 percent of U.S. teachers — more than
800,000 of them — already achieve a level of results
that could enable all of our children to meet and
exceed standards, graduating from high school ready
for college and careers.5 In two ways, however, we are
failing as a nation to capitalize on this extraordinary
resource:
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→ We lose far too many of the best teachers: Annually, an estimated 8 percent of these high-fliers
leave teaching, a loss of about 64,000 very effective teachers every year. That’s 15 times more
than Teach For America brought into teaching in
2009.6
→ We fail to leverage their talent for students’
benefit: Even when great teachers stay, their impact generally remains small over their careers.
For example, only 600 students will benefit from
the instruction of an excellent elementary school
teacher even if she stays on the job for 30 years.7
We lack effective systems to enable these teachers
to reach more students by helping other teachers
or by educating more students directly.

Even if we achieve our boldest current
goals for top-teacher recruitment and
dismissal of low performers, the great
majority of children will still lack
access to effective instruction.
In this report, we show that even if we achieve our
boldest current goals for top-teacher recruitment and
dismissal of low performers, the great majority of
children will still lack access to effective instruction.
Our stubborn achievement gaps will persist, and
advanced learners will continue to fall short of their
potential. In contrast, we also show that by coupling
these goals with retaining more high-performing
teachers and extending their reach to more students,
nearly all children could have great teachers year after
year. Education in America would at last achieve its
promise.
This outcome is well within our reach — but only
if we vastly expand the opportunities for top teachers
to achieve success, impact, and rewards by building
an “opportunity culture” in education.
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Our Best Teachers: A National Treasure
What Having a Great Teacher Means for Students
Of course having a great teacher makes a difference,
but how much of a difference? In this section, we
briefly recount major research, which reveals that our
nation’s stubborn achievement gaps could be closed
in a mere half-decade if lagging children gained access to today’s top teachers.
In one early study of teaching effectiveness, researchers in Tennessee found that low-performing students with the top 20 percent of teachers learned two
to four times as much as students with the bottom 20
percent.8 Since then, many other rigorous studies have
returned results showing that the best teachers consistently produce sizable and significant learning gains
far in excess of their less-effective peers.9
As an illustration, consider 4th-grade mathematics. Researchers at the highly regarded research firm
MDRC analyzed student results on six well-known
standardized math tests. They determined how
much the typical student progresses between 3rd
and 4th grade.10 We can think of this amount of
progress as “a year’s worth of learning” for 4th grade.
Separately, researchers have compared the learning
achieved by students assigned to different teachers
for 4th-grade math in two of the nation’s largest
school districts, New York City and Los Angeles.
In both studies, students assigned to the best
teachers (those in the top 25 percent of all teachers,
or the “top quartile”) learned far more than those
assigned to the worst (those in the bottom
25 percent).11
How much more? Students with top-quartile
teachers learned nearly twice as much as those
taught by the bottom 25 percent of teachers. Stu-

Good teachers do not generate the learning
progress needed for lagging students. Only
great teachers get the job done.
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academic progress made by students

figure 1. Student Learning Achieved in a Single
Academic Year, by Teacher’s Effectiveness

1 yr

Bottom 25%

Typical Teacher

Top 25%

Source: Authors’ calculations based on comparing results
reported in the Los Angeles study (Gordon, Kane and Staiger,
2006) and the New York City study (Kane, Rockoff and Staiger,
2006) with the “normal” gains reported in Hill et al. (2007).
See text endnote for full details.

dents with top-25-percent instructors mastered onethird more material than a typical student would
learn. Students with bottom-quartile teachers, by
contrast, learned a third less than the typical amount
(see Figure 1). Put another way, students with the
best teachers learned about 6 months more material
than their peers with bottom-tier instructors.12
And that’s just in one year of instruction. Imagine the impact on a student of having great teachers
year after year rather than ineffective teachers. Every
two years, the student could advance a whole year

beyond peers relegated to classes with bottom-tier
instructors.
Moreover, these studies examined the top 25 percent of all teachers. Comparing the very best teachers
— say the top 10 percent — with the very worst
would yield even more dramatic results. As economist Dan Goldhaber writes: “A very good teacher as
opposed to a very bad one can make as much as a full
year’s difference in learning growth for students.”13
As many commentators have noted, assigning lowincome and minority students to great teachers could
well eliminate the persistent achievement gaps we observe between non-poor and poor students, and between white students and black and Latino students.
In 4th-grade math, low-income students are, on
average, about 1.7 years behind their non-poor peers.
Black students lag their white peers by nearly two
years of learning.14 If disadvantaged students could
switch from bottom-25-percent to top-25-percent
teachers, they could make up these differences in just
three to four years (see Figure 2). With teachers from
the top 10 percent, they could catch up even faster.
Good teachers do not generate the learning progress
needed for lagging students. Only great teachers get
the job done.
Having great teachers not only enables disadvantaged children to “catch up,” but also enables
these same children — and their already advanced
peers — to continuing making learning progress

Caveats: Estimating the Value of a Great Teacher
The caveats about methods used to calculate the difference a great teacher makes for students could
fill pages, if not tomes. As a result, the numbers used here are intended to be illustrative rather than
definitive statements of the exact value of a top-quartile teacher. Among the caveats: researchers vigorously debate the best methods for isolating the effects of teachers from the effects of other variables;
different studies yield different estimates of teacher effects; even within the same study, effects usually
differ by grade and subject; and teacher effects appear to fade over time (when not reinforced by similarly effective teachers). For the illustration here, we selected two well-known studies that examine the
same grade and subject with a large number of student and teacher observations. Other studies have
yielded results in the same general range, so these numbers provide good illustrations of the benefits
of having a top-quartile teacher.
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black-white achievement gap
in years

figure 2. Effect of Having Great Teachers on the Black-White Achievement Gap15
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Note: This graphic illustrates the effects on black students of having a top-quartile teacher rather than a bottom-quartile teacher
for four consecutive years. The distribution of teachers for white students remains the same as it is today.16

well above basic standards. In other words, great
teachers are the key not only to closing our nation’s
achievement gaps, but also to providing advanced
learning opportunities to every child. As others have
noted, increasing educational achievement is critical
not just for children’s prospects but for our national
economy.17

Our Unacknowledged Success:
More Than 800,000 Great Teachers
In discussions of teacher quality, we tend to emphasize the negative, such as the decline in the aptitude
of the average teacher over the decades,18 or our
unwillingness to let go of teachers who prove themselves ineffective.19

Great teachers could close our nation’s
stubborn achievement gaps in a mere
half-decade and provide advanced learning
opportunities to every child.
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And yet even with these real challenges, our nation’s schools do manage to recruit a cadre of teachers
each year who turn out to be excellent instructors.
The top 25 percent of teachers — the ones achieving
the results profiled in the previous section — amount
to more than 800,000 out of the national total of approximately 3.25 million teachers.20
Make no mistake — we need more of them. But
if we pause for a moment, we realize that despite
all of public education’s widely cited dysfunctional
human resources policies and systems, more than
800,000 truly excellent teachers — ones who close
achievement gaps and raise the bar for advanced
learners — come to work every day in our nation’s
public schools. About 12.5 million children benefit
from their instruction at any one time. So, what are
we doing as a nation to capitalize on this often unacknowledged success?

How We Squander the Treasure
It would be one thing if our public schools simply
could not attract high-caliber teachers to their ranks.
But as the previous section illustrates, public education does attract top-notch talent into teaching.
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Our failure to retain and leverage
great teachers begins with our
failure to identify them.
Yet as a nation, we receive far less value from this
accomplishment than we should, for two reasons.
First, we fail to retain enough of the best teachers
from year to year. Second, we fail to leverage their
talent to benefit more children. But our failure to
retain and leverage great teachers begins with our
failure to identify them. As a chorus of voices has
pointed out, teacher evaluation systems rarely differentiate teachers based on performance, giving almost
every teacher a rating of “satisfactory” or higher.21
Outstanding teachers cannot be identified with these
systems. As a result, districts and schools cannot rely
on current, official ratings to identify great teachers,
leverage their talents, and retain them. Moving past
this barrier must be part of any solution.

Failing to Retain the Best
Teacher turnover receives a lot of attention in education discussions.22 According to the Institute for
Educational Science’s (IES) 2007 study of “teacher
attrition and mobility,” approximately 8.4 percent
of public school teachers in 2003-04 were out of the
profession in 2004-05.23 Numerous studies have analyzed teacher turnover, finding that somewhere in
the range of 7.5 to 9 percent of teachers leave the profession each year.24 Many other teachers, of course,
switch schools, but here we are concerned about
individuals who, from the nation’s perspective, are
leaving the classroom altogether.
Teacher turnover rates, however, are low relative to
the amount of churn and job-switching common in
other professions. The same IES study, for example,
estimated that 13.6 percent of private school teachers
left the profession between 2003-04 and 2004-05, 62
percent higher than the leave rate in public schools.
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In one careful analysis of evidence from the Current
Population Survey, Douglas Harris and Scott Adams
compared teachers’ rates of leaving the profession to
those of three other professions: nursing, accounting,
and social work. While the teacher departure rate
(7.7 percent) was higher than that for nurses (6.1 percent), it fell below the rates for accountants (8.0 percent) and social workers (14.9 percent).25 In separate
analyses, one can see that rates for the wider category
of “business and professional services” are typically
even higher, with a 2008 voluntary “quit rate” of 28
percent.26 In addition, perhaps a quarter to one-half
of teachers who leave the profession return within
five years, reducing the long-term attrition rate sig-

About 1 million students lose access to a
top teacher each year due to turnover.
nificantly.27 All in all, teaching is a relatively stable
profession compared with many other jobs.
Losing 64,000 top-notch teachers per year. The
real turnover crisis, it turns out, is not the overall rate
of teacher attrition. Instead, it is our annual loss of
tens of thousands of the highest performing teachers.
Even if higher-performing teachers leave the profession at a slightly lower rate than other teachers (see
the box on page 6 Prior Research on Turnover Rates
for the Best Teachers), we can estimate that about 8
percent of them depart each year. With 800,000 topquartile teachers in classrooms, that means an exodus
of 64,000 top-notch teachers from schools each year.
To get a sense of the magnitude and significance
of that outflow, consider:
→ As a result of this exodus, about 1 million students
lose access to a top teacher the following year.
Even though some of these students find their
teacher replaced by another top-tier teacher, nearly
750,000 children end up with less-effective teachers than they would have had if the top teacher
stayed on for another year.28
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→ The outflow dwarfs the inflow from the impressive set of programs that has been extraordinarily
successful at bringing new talent into public education. Teach For America (TFA), for example,
brought in 4,100 new teachers in fall 2009. Since
its start in 1990, TFA has recruited about 25,000
teachers for high-need schools.29 In a decade of
recruiting, The New Teacher Project has placed
37,000 new teachers.30 The Woodrow Wilson
Teaching Fellowship will recruit and train 700
math and science teachers over the next three
years (see Figure 3).31 And despite these programs’
selectivity, not all of these recruits turn out to be
top-quartile teachers.
→ In his presidential campaign, candidate Barack
Obama called for a national effort to create an
“army” of new teachers, with an annual goal of
recruiting 30,000 people into the teaching ranks.
As with other recruiting efforts, we would not
expect all 30,000 to fall into the top ranks of
effectiveness.32
Why we lose the best. The fact that we lose so
many excellent teachers each year should come as no
surprise. Though public education has many systems

figure 3. Annual Outflow of Great Teachers Compared
With Inflow from Successful Programs
64,000

3,992

4,100

Teachers Recruited Teachers Recruited
by tntp, 2009
by tfa, 2009
			

Annual Number
of Top-Quartile
Teachers Lost

Source: Teach For America, http://www.teachforamerica.org/;
Correspondence from TNTP, March 2010; Authors’ calculations described more fully in the text.

designed to retain teachers in general, these systems
are almost all non-selective. That is, as “magnets”
they exert no more force on top-notch teachers than
on their less-effective peers. As a recent report from
The New Teacher Project put it, our policies treat
teachers like interchangeable “widgets” rather than
acknowledging the striking differences in effectiveness described above.34 Specifically:

Prior Research on Turnover Rates for the Best Teachers33
Several studies have compared turnover rates for teachers exhibiting different levels of effectiveness,
based on their “value added” or contributions to student learning as measured by standardized
assessments. Among the findings:

→ More-effective teachers appear slightly more likely to stay in the profession from one year to the next
than less-effective teachers. This finding especially holds for teachers early in their careers (the first few
years).
→ Evidence from a study of Florida teachers suggests that by the end of five years, however, higher-performing teachers have attrition rates similar to those of their less-effective peers.
→ Schools vary in how successfully they retain their best teachers. Data from Florida and New York show
that the best teachers are more likely to stay at their school if the school is high performing. Schools in
general, however, had no more success retaining their best teachers than their worst, according to the
Florida study.
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figure 4. Maximum Performance-Based Awards in Large Districts
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Source: National Council on Teacher Quality, “Teacher Rights, Rules, and Regulations Database.” Retrieved May 28, 2009, from
http://www.nctq.org/tr3/search.jsp

→ Compensation. Public education’s teacher compensation system is built to retain. Almost all
school districts pay teachers on a salary schedule
that rewards teachers for accumulating experience. In contrast to other professions such as law
and medicine, in which top performers can reach
the peak of the salary scale in about 10 years,
teachers must work 25 to 30 years before reaching
top pay levels.35 As a result, teachers have a strong
financial incentive to remain in the profession.
This incentive, however, exerts at least an equal
pull on effective and ineffective teachers alike, because pay is typically not linked in any significant
way to performance. Of the 100 largest school
districts, only 17 offer any pay for performance. Of
these 17, only three — employing less than 1 percent of the nation’s teachers — offer performance
awards in which the maximum potential award
exceeds 10 percent of an average teacher’s salary
(see Figure 4). Nationally, less than one penny out
of every dollar of teacher compensation is based
on performance — or on any factor, for that matter, other than experience or advanced degrees.36
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Arguably, the pull of this late-years compensation
is actually stronger for lower performers, because
higher performers can earn more outside of education. Chingos and West’s study of teachers leaving
the profession, for example, found that higherperforming teachers earned significantly more
outside of teaching than their less-effective peers.37
→ Tenure. Another powerful system that arguably
helps retain teachers is the job protection that
teachers enjoy after receiving tenure. Once tenured, public school teachers can be removed only
after extensive due process. This job security has
obvious value to teachers, who are therefore more
likely to remain in teaching rather than moving
into other, less secure occupations. Yet tenure
exerts its pull without regard to performance
because, in contrast to the university setting, the
award of tenure in K-12 education is not based on
performance.38 Only two states require any evidence of effectiveness before awarding tenure.39 If
anything, tenure is arguably disproportionately
attractive to less-effective teachers, who benefit
more from the job protections it affords.
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switch to a different state’s pension system midcareer.41 What is important to note here, though,
is that all of this “pulling” and “pushing” happens
without regard to a teacher’s effectiveness. The
draw to stay and earn a maximum pension applies to all teachers, regardless of how much their
students learn. And the enticement to leave the
profession after the spike occurs beckons effective
and ineffective teachers alike.

Today’s pay, tenure, and benefits do no
more to retain top-notch teachers than
to retain their least effective peers.

→ Retirement Benefits. Like the compensation system, teacher pension systems are built to retain
— up to a point. Benefits tend to be “back-loaded”
in several ways, accruing mostly toward the end of
teachers’ careers. Like employees in other sectors
with traditional pension benefits, teachers in their
first few years often accrue no retirement savings
until they “vest.” Then, pension wealth grows
slowly over most of a teacher’s career, with welldocumented “spikes” when teachers reach their
50s or early 60s. Authors Podgursky and Costrell
have argued that these spikes “pull” teachers to remain in the profession until these late years. After
the spike, however, teachers are “pushed” to retire:
as the value of the pensions begins to decline
every year, it becomes worth their while to retire
sooner rather than later.40 In addition, teachers
face strong incentives to continue teaching in the
same state, because of substantial penalties if they

These three incentive systems — compensation,
tenure, and pensions — help education retain teachers. But they do so in an undifferentiated way. Great
teachers generally earn no more than ineffective
teachers with the same level of experience and education. Great teachers obtain tenure, but so do almost
all other teachers, including the least effective. And
great teachers can receive generous retirement benefits, but at the same level as all other teachers who
retire at the same age and years of service.
Other factors may influence retention as well,
including inadequate school-level leadership and difficult working conditions in some schools. Across
sectors, these factors are most cited by average and
less-effective professionals as reasons for leaving their
jobs. In contrast, top performers are most likely to
leave for lack of career advancement and pay oppor-

figure 5. States’ Grades on Retaining Effective Teachers from the National Council on Teacher Quality
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tunity.42 But in education, tenure, pay, and benefits
not only fail to focus on high performers, the enormous sums spent through these systems on the least
effective teachers also are effectively removed from
the pool that could reward and keep top teachers in
advanced instructional roles.
As a result, these systems do little to disproportionately retain the best teachers. In its 2008 study,
the National Council on Teacher Quality graded the
states on their policies for retaining effective teachers. No state earned higher than a “C+.” More than
half earned a “D+” or lower (Figure 5).43 Is it any
wonder that 64,000 high-performing teachers leave
the profession every year?

Failing to Leverage the Best
Retaining more of the best teachers would be enormously valuable to students. But retention has its
limits. Attrition rates in public education are relatively low already. And these rates will never go to
zero: some high-performing teachers will always have
reasons, personal and professional, to move on.
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As a result, we also need to focus our attention on
the 92 percent of high-performing teachers who stay
in the classroom from one year to the next. Though
these teachers have a significant positive impact on
students, that impact is severely constrained by the
fact that, by and large, each great teacher reaches
only a small number of students. As Public Impact
has argued in other work, “extending the reach”
of the great teachers we already have holds exceptional promise as a strategy for improving student
learning.44
So, for the many great teachers who do stay, what
opportunities exist to “leverage” their talents, having
an impact on more students? Woefully few. Compared with other professions such as law, medicine,
and engineering, which offer high performers a trove
of opportunities to advance in their careers while still
practicing their crafts, great teachers enjoy few such
prospects to extend their reach.
If we began identifying our best teachers, those
great teachers could leverage their impact, contributing to more students’ learning, in two ways. First,
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they could do so directly, by providing instruction
to a larger number of students. Second, they could
do so indirectly, by helping other teachers be more
effective. But our school systems do neither.
Providing instruction to a larger number of students. The most obvious way to leverage the talents

The vast majority of great teachers
reach the same number of students as
their least effective peers.
of great teachers would simply be to expose more
students to their top-notch instruction. They have
already proven they can teach successfully. Why not
give them the opportunity, with commensurate compensation, to teach more kids?
If this idea conjures up images of 3rd-grade classrooms packed with 75 students getting little individual attention, consider this: by reorganizing great
teachers’ time to reduce non-instructional tasks, we
could enable them to teach more students in person
and give children more individual attention. By using
the rapidly improving bank of new technologies,
we could free great teachers from rote instruction
to engage in much more one-on-one or small-group
interaction than they do now — with many more
students.45
Yet such arrangements are exceedingly rare in
U.S. public education. The norm of “one teacher,
one classroom” prevails. Dan Lortie wrote about the
“egg crate school” in his classic study of the American teaching profession in 1975: “. . . throughout the
long, formative decades of the modern school system,
schools were organized around teacher separation
rather than teacher interdependence.”46 As Harvard
education scholar Richard Elmore has written: “The
organization and culture of American schools is, in
most important respects, the same as it was in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Teachers are still, for the most part, treated as solo practitioners operating in isolation from one another. . . .”47
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Not only does public education fail to offer these
reach-extending opportunities to great teachers,
but our policies also often actively work against expanding the impact of education’s best. Among the
culprits:
→ Simplistic across-the-board class-size mandates:
According to the Education Commission of the
States, “The majority of states — 36 — currently
have at least one policy via statute or regulation . . .
that places a limit on the number of students that
may be in any one general-education classroom.”48
Though smaller classes could help new teachers
get their footing, or help struggling teachers get
on track, simplistic across-the-board class-size
mandates also have the effect of reducing the
number of children receiving each great teacher’s
instruction. Almost certainly, some great teachers could handle more students — for example, 10
to 20 percent more, or two to four more children
in an average class — without diluting learning
results.
→ Compensation systems that cannot flex up if
teachers reach more students: Even if a school or
district wanted to extend its best teachers’ reach,
it generally could not offer the teacher more pay
for educating more students. The vast majority of
teacher pay is tied up in automatic increases with
each year of service (“steps”) and added funds for
obtaining advanced degrees (“lanes”).49 Administrators have little flexibility to offer teachers more
than this scale dictates, even if they teach more
children.
→ Funding systems that allocate staff positions,
rather than dollars: Schools often receive resources not in the form of dollars, but in the form
of staff positions.50 This structure makes it difficult or impossible for an innovative school leader
to hire fewer teachers and use the savings to bring
in remote instruction delivered by star teachers or,
as just noted, pay the remaining on-site teachers
more for their added responsibility.
→ Limits on teaching across state lines: Though
much reach extension could take place within
w w w. o p p o r t u n i t y c u lt u r e . o r g

schools or districts, districts could also “import”
great teachers using interactive technology that
enables remote teachers to instruct their children.
Our state-by-state teacher licensure requirements
make this difficult, however, and sometimes
impossible.51
Consequently, the vast majority of great teachers
reach the same number of students as their least effective peers, year-in and year-out. As a nation, we
thereby miss one tremendous opportunity to extend
great teaching to more children — using the teachers
we already have.
Helping other teachers to be more effective. We
could also leverage our best teachers indirectly, by enlisting them to help other teachers be more effective
by providing professional development, mentoring
and coaching, or supervision. In contrast to reach
extension, public education is full of efforts to engage
teachers in this kind of work. Yet three dysfunctions
keep us from tapping the talent of great teachers to
help others.
First, our professional development systems are
rarely designed to place the best teachers in the position of helping other teachers get better. Instead,
the selection of individuals to lead professional development sessions or to serve as mentors or coaches
generally follows a process of self-selection. Districts
and other professional development providers do not
generally screen their faculty to ensure they come
only from the ranks of teachers who achieve great
results with their own students. In part, they forgo
this kind of screening because, as noted above, they
simply have no formal mechanism to identify their
best teachers. As a result, the corps of people engaged
in teaching other teachers is much wider than just
education’s best.
Second, professional development is rarely designed and implemented in ways that are likely
to have a strong impact on teacher practice and,
through that, student learning. To illustrate this
shortfall, consider three large-scale surveys of teachers about their professional development experiences:
one administered in 1999, one in 2005, and one more
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recently in 2009. In varying ways, these surveys reveal a PD system that does not appear up to the job
of improving teacher practice. Instead, they illustrate
that the PD system typically fails to:
→ Provide the kind of sustained, job-embedded development that research suggests would be most helpful.
In the U.S. Department of Education’s 1999 study
of the large-scale Eisenhower PD program for
math and science teachers, 79 percent of teachers
in district programs received their development
through workshops, institutes, college courses,
and conferences rather than more embedded, onthe-job learning.52
→ Be of sufficient duration to stick. In the Eisenhower
study, the median duration of district-sponsored
PD reported by teachers was just 15 hours,53 far
below the duration that other research has suggested typifies professional development that results in improved teaching effectiveness.54
→ Match the development each teacher receives to his
or her specific needs for improvement. According to
The New Teacher Project’s 2009 survey for The
Widget Effect, “73 percent of teachers surveyed
said their most recent evaluation did not identify
any development areas. . . . This is true even for
novice teachers who are most in need of actionable
feedback as they learn their craft — only 43 percent of teachers in their first three years had any
development areas identified.”55

There is significant opportunity at the
top, both to serve more children with
our nation’s great teachers and to provide
achievement opportunities that would
attract and keep more teachers.
Third, those who lead professional development
are rarely accountable for student outcomes. Even
when professional development is “embedded” in
planning sessions at schools and personalized to close
student and teacher gaps, it is a rare school that meao p p o r t u n i t y at t h e t o p | 11

The Projected Payoff of Major Strategies
By not retaining and leveraging the great teachers
we already have, our nation is missing an enormous
opportunity to close achievement gaps, raise the bar
for our most capable and motivated learners, and
keep our nation’s promise as the land of opportunity.
In short, there is significant opportunity at the top,
both to serve more children with our nation’s great
teachers and to provide achievement opportunities
that would attract and keep more teachers like them.
To illustrate the magnitude of this opportunity,
we developed a model of the teaching force and
how it changes over time, based on current data and
trends.56 In this section, we use this model in three
steps.
First, we demonstrate that our most ambitious
current strategies for recruiting and dismissal, if
achieved in full over five years, would give only about
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figure 6. The Status Quo: The Current Distribution of
Teacher Effectiveness
80%
percent of all teachers

sures the effects on students and connects it back to
the participating staff.
The professional development system could be a
critical tool for education to leverage the power of its
best teachers. Instead, schools yet again miss an opportunity to make the most of this valuable resource.
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40 percent of the nation’s students access to a topranked teacher at any given time. Then, we illustrate
that if our nation focused far more on leveraging and
retaining the top teachers we already have for the
next five years, more than half of all students could
have a great teacher at any one time. Finally, we explore the payoff of combining all of these powerful
strategies, enabling nearly nine in ten students to
enjoy a top-tier teacher after five years.
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figure 7. Today’s Teachers Divided into Four Equal-Sized Effectiveness Groups
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The Payoff of Recruitment and Dismissal
Starting point: the current range of teacher effectiveness. Before exploring the payoff of different
strategies, it helps to have a picture in mind of the
current state of teacher effectiveness. Then as we peer
into possible futures, we can see how well each improves on the status quo.
One way to picture the state of teacher effectiveness is to view the proportion of classes taught by
teachers at different levels of effectiveness. First, we
show this range on a “bell curve,” or “normal curve”
(Figure 6). Not all distributions of human performance at work fall into such a neat pattern. But in
fact this approximately describes the current teaching force in measured grades and subjects (reading
and math in grades 3 through 8), so we also apply it
to teachers in other subjects and grades. Note that
among teachers at the top, some in fact achieve extraordinary progress above even their effective peers.
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Second, we divide this range into four quartiles.57
The picture in Figure 7 shows the percentage of
teachers who fall into today’s four quartiles, 25 percent each.
We can think about our goals for improving
teacher effectiveness as increasing the size of the top
group. This group represents great teachers, who we
know from research produce far higher levels of student learning than their peers. As we examine possible futures, we can ask: what proportion of teachers
will be as effective as today’s top 25 percent? The
higher the proportion of teachers we have in that top
group, the better. And ultimately, as we demonstrate
later in this paper, we can also show the proportion
of children taught by this top group.
Recruiting more high performers. To begin, consider what would happen if we were wildly successful
at one of the nation’s current priorities: recruiting
more talented people into teaching. Currently, school
districts’ recruiting and hiring systems are widely
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figure 8. Teacher Effectiveness Groups After 5 Years of Enhanced Recruiting
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*Teachers who produce learning progress in the same range as the top 25 percent of teachers today.

thought to be broken. They tend to reproduce the
picture in Figures 6 and 7, bringing in teachers with
the usual range of effectiveness.
The National Center for Education Statistics
predicts that public schools will hire an average of
339,000 teachers each year between 2010 and 2018.58
About 85,000 (25 percent) of those will ultimately
fall into the top effectiveness group.59 What if we
could enhance our recruiting so that 40 percent of
our incoming teachers were headed for the top level
of effectiveness — and then keep up that pace for five
years? Figure 8 shows where we would be at the end
of five years of this enhanced recruiting.60
Better recruiting would yield benefits for kids.
The percentage of teachers in the best group would
go from 25 percent to 30 percent. At any one time,
about 15 million students would be in classes taught
by great teachers, compared with 13 million if we
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continued our current recruiting practices — creating
a large, direct increase in learning results for many
children.61
But two facts should give us pause. First, even
after a half-decade of outstanding recruitment,
a very large number of students still would not
be assigned to teachers in the top group. Some 37
million students would lack access to a great teacher
in a given period of the day. Fully 46 percent of
students at any one time would still be in classes
taught by teachers from the bottom two effectiveness
groups — below average in today’s schools. One in
five would still be in a class taught by a teacher from
the least effective group.
Second, raising the percentage of great recruits
from 25 to 40 percent annually would be a breathtaking achievement, requiring the attraction of at
least an additional 50,000 very talented new entrants
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every year. Teach For America’s entire annual class
is just over 4,000, with a similar number entering
through The New Teacher Project’s efforts. And not
all of these new recruits fall into today’s top quartile
of classroom effectiveness. Another prominent national initiative, the Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowship, plans to work in three states to attract and
train 700 high-potential math and science teachers
in three years. Even if that program expanded to all
50 states, and even if all of its recruits proved themselves as effective as teachers in today’s top quartile, it
would yield only about 3,900 top-ranked new teachers per year.
Just to be clear: better, bolder recruiting efforts
just like these are crucial, because each new great
teacher from among these recruits either replaces
one of the departing great teachers or grows the
ranks of great teachers. The point is that even if we
met today’s most ambitious targets for recruiting
great teachers, we would still fall far short of a “great
teacher for every student” — about 70 percent short.
More than two-thirds of America’s classes would
still be taught by teachers who do not generate progress adequate to close achievement gaps and make
advanced students internationally competitive. We
would be stuck in the same reality as today, with
parents in good schools jockeying for the one or
two great teachers in each grade or subject and with

A highly aggressive, half-decade effort to
remove the worst performers would
leave almost 70 percent of our nation’s
children without a great teacher.
students in high-poverty schools even less likely to
encounter the great teachers they so desperately need.
Dismissing low performers. Another strategy that
holds promise for improving teacher effectiveness is
to dismiss more of the least effective teachers.62 The
National Center for Education Statistics estimates
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Even if we met today’s most ambitious
targets for recruiting great teachers, more
than two-thirds of America’s classes would
still be taught by teachers who do not
generate progress adequate to close achieve
ment gaps and make advanced students
internationally competitive.

that the average district dismisses or refuses to renew
the contract for about 2.1 percent of its teaching force
each year based on performance.63
What if we were much more successful at dismissing teachers who are the least effective at instruction?
Specifically, what if districts tripled the current percentage and focused dismissals with perfect accuracy
on the lowest performing teachers, so that the least
effective 6.3 percent of teachers left the profession
annually? How would that change the teaching force
over five years relative to the status quo’s policies?
Figure 9 shows the results.
With that policy, students would benefit enormously. After five years, only 7 percent of kids would
have teachers in the bottom effectiveness group,
compared with 25 percent under today’s policies.
As teachers left, they would be replaced by teachers
across the whole range of effectiveness — including
by teachers in the top group. As a result, the proportion of teachers in the top tier would rise, from 25
percent in the status quo to 31 percent after 5 years.
But even this highly aggressive, half-decade effort
to remove the worst performers would leave almost
70 percent of our nation’s children without a great
teacher. Fewer students would suffer from having the
worst teachers, but far too few would gain access to
the best.
Combined recruiting and dismissal. If we pursued both of these aggressive policies simultaneously
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figure 9. Teacher Effectiveness Groups After 5 Years of Dismissing Low Performers64
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figure 10. Teacher Effectiveness Groups After 5 Years of Enhanced Recruitment and Dismissal
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figure 11. Teacher Effectiveness Groups After 5 Years of Enhanced High-Performer Retention
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— dramatically expanding our recruitment of top
talent and tripling our dismissal rates for low performers — of course we would make even more progress, as illustrated in Figure 10.
Under this scenario, fully 40 percent of teachers would be as effective as today’s top quartile. At
a given time, 21 million students would enjoy topnotch teaching, versus 13 million under the status
quo’s policies. Yet this new world would still leave the
other 60 percent, nearly 32 million students, without
a great teacher at any one time.

The Payoff of Retaining and Leveraging
the Great Teachers We Already Have
Recruitment strategies look outside of education for
new sources of talent. Dismissal strategies look inside
schools, but with an eye to identifying and removing
chronically ineffective teachers. Here, we consider
the payoff of a different set of strategies, approaches
that focus on retaining and enhancing the impact of
the great teachers who already flow into our schools.
w w w. o p p o r t u n i t y c u lt u r e . o r g

Retaining the best teachers. One of those strategies is to increase the portion of high-performing
teachers who stay in the classroom from one year to
the next. Focusing turnover prevention tactics on
top-performing teachers would make an immediate
difference for large numbers of children.
Turnover never drops to zero, and as noted above,
turnover rates among teachers are already low compared with other professions. We lose about 8 percent
of our top teachers every year. People leave jobs for
all kinds of reasons, professional and personal. And
younger workers are more likely to switch jobs than
their more senior counterparts, suggesting that generational changes may drive teacher turnover rates up.65
But what if we could cut the turnover rate among
top teachers in half, and keep up that pace of retention
for five years? Figure 11 shows what would happen.
After five years, 28 percent of kids would have a
teacher from this group, compared with today’s 25
percent. About 1.5 million more kids would have one
of these great teachers for one or more subjects.
o p p o r t u n i t y at t h e t o p | 17

Leveraging the best teachers. Retaining more of
the best teachers would produce great benefits, but
we need to do better. Our largest opportunity is to
extend the reach of the best teachers so that more
students benefit from their instruction. As we detailed in the report 3X for All: Extending the Reach
of Education’s Best, our nation could boost the impact of great teachers in several ways. We expect that
education innovators will devise many more methods, but here are some examples of reach extension
in three modes:66
→ In-Person Reach Extension: changing instructional roles and how schools are organized to
leverage limited talent while keeping the best instructors close to the classroom. Great teachers are
still physically present to interact with children
and other staff in schools. Examples include:
1. Great teachers using far more of the workday for
instruction to reach more children, by eliminating non-instructional tasks that other adults
could do;67
2. Great teachers with managerial skills leading
multiple classrooms, with direct oversight of
other teachers who then use their methods and
work to their standards;
3. Voluntary shifts of small numbers of children
— e.g., two to four per class — to top teachers’
classrooms (ideally drawn from the classrooms
of the least effective teachers).
These examples of in-person reach extension could
increase the number of students with access to top
teachers by 10 to 50 percent without diluting inperson instruction time.
→ Remote Reach Extension: using technology to
enable great teachers to engage directly though
not in person with students, bringing great
teaching even to places where great teachers are in

Reach extension alone could double the number
of children receiving top-tier instruction.
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short supply. Current technology allows both realtime and asynchronous interaction between great
teachers and students. Examples include:
1. Pods of teaching specialists working together in
desirable living locations and accessing children
in schools anywhere that lack sufficient local
talent.
2. School providers focusing great teachers’ time
on student work review, personalized feedback, and diagnostics of next-step instructional
needs — all high-value roles that typical teachers
are pressed to do as well — via email and
internet.
3. School providers having top teachers use all of
their work time to interact online with far more
students than possible when giving repeated live
lectures; this is possible if videos or computers
are used to deliver routine lecture content that
all students need.
Remote Reach Extension could double or triple the
number of children reached by top teachers, and it
could do so where In-Person Reach Extension is not
feasible.
→ Boundless Reach Extension: using video of great
teachers and software based on their insights
and practices to deliver great teaching even when
great teachers cannot interact directly with students. Examples include:
1. Video recordings of teachers who are both
masters of content and engaging performers.
2. Smart software designed by great instructors
to ascertain and respond instantly to each
child’s level of skill and knowledge.
It is “boundless” because the number of children
who can be served by an individual instructor is
unlimited. It is bounded very little by the time and
not at all by the location of each instructor who
contributes intellectual and “performance” capital.
The only limits on time are the time it takes for each
great teacher to participate in the design and production of video or online content. The precise formula
w w w. o p p o r t u n i t y c u lt u r e . o r g

After 5 years of combining these strategies
— high-performer reach extension,
recruiting, and retention, coupled with
low-performer dismissal — nearly 87
percent of the nation’s classes would be
taught by great teachers.
for combining technology with other instructional
elements to achieve the level of learning progress that
top teachers achieve is still unknown. And yet, innovators in other countries that outperform the U.S.
on comparable exams are moving forward aggressively, reaching children nationwide with outstanding, charismatic instructors who are revered — and
paid — like rock stars.68
Not every great teacher will be equally effec-

tive with every child need or every reach extension
method. Implementing assessment methods that identify which teachers do best with which child learning
needs and reach extension methods — and then creating the opportunities for those teachers to reach the
children they can best help — are essential tasks.69
What if, using a combination of these techniques — each chosen carefully to match the circumstance and varying needs of children by age
and other factors — we could double the number
of children reached by the top teachers we already
have? Figure 12 shows the results.
Five years from now, half of students — more
than 26 million — would have teachers from the
top group at any one time, compared with just 13
million if we continue current patterns. Because the
nation would need fewer low-performing teachers in
instructional roles, the proportion of students with
bottom-tier instruction would drop as well.

figure 12. Percentage of Classes Taught by Different Effectiveness Groups After Doubling the Reach of Great Teachers
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The Payoff of Combining Recruitment,
Dismissal, Retention, & Reach Extension
Consider what would happen if we extended the
reach of our best teachers and pursued the other
strategies discussed in this section. That is, we
recruited more high performers in the first place,
removed more low performers, retained more top
teachers, and doubled the reach of top teachers. If
our nation pursues reach extension well, providing
numerous advancement opportunities and ensuring
that a portion of per-pupil funding for additional
children reached returns to great instructors, our
boldest recruiting and retention goals will be far
more achievable. Figure 13 illustrates what would
happen over 5 years.
After 5 years of combining these strategies — highperformer reach extension, recruiting, and retention,
coupled with low-performer dismissal — nearly 87

The normal, expected experience of a
student would be to have a truly great
teacher — the kind that today most children
have only a few times in a whole school
career. Imagine that.
percent of the nation’s classes would be taught by
great teachers, up from 25 percent today. At any one
time, some 46 million students would be taught
by great teachers, compared with just 13 million if
current trends hold. Our schools would still have
some middle- and low-performing teachers, but the
normal, expected experience of a student would be to
have a truly great teacher — the kind that today most
children have only a few times in a whole school career. Imagine that.

figure 13. Percentage of Classes Taught by Different Effectiveness Groups After 5 Years of Combined Strategies:
High-Performer Reach Extension, Recruiting, and Retention + Low-Performer Dismissal
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figure 14. Proportion of Children Served By Great
Teachers — Today and in an “Opportunity Culture”

Today

With Additional Bold Recruiting Efforts

With Tripled Dismissal of Low Performers

With Great-Teacher Turnover Rate Cut in Half

With Great Teachers Reaching Double the Students
(“Reach Extension”)

All Strategies Above Combined —“Opportunity Culture”
% of children served by great teachers
% of children served by other teachers

Figure 14 shows the relative impacts of these strategies on children.
The potential boosting power of professional
development. Note that here we do not include a
potential boost in the number of great teachers as a
result of improved professional development. Despite
much “how to” research, professional development in
implementation has not led to widespread, measurable results.
However, we suspect that professional develop-
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ment consistently designed and led by teachers who
are already performing well will benefit students
more than professional development today, particularly when it is coupled sensibly with accountability
for student outcomes. For example, some forms of
reach extension include enabling top teachers who
have managerial competencies to lead multiple
classrooms. Professional development that happens
in that context — when the lead teacher is both accountable and highly capable — would be much
more likely to improve outcomes than efforts untethered from responsibility for children. The prospect
of professional development led by capable, accountable stars only increases the astonishing potential
of an education culture dominated by excellent
instructors.70

Implications for the Sector:
Building an Opportunity Culture
The projections in the previous section show that
with the right combination of strategies, we could
come dramatically closer to attaining the timeworn
call for “a great teacher in every classroom.” Without that combination, even if our most promising
reforms-in-progress bear fruit, we will not come remotely close to closing our nation’s achievement gaps
or raising the bar to internationally competitive levels
for our most advanced students.
We are making good progress as a nation on some
components of this combined approach. The most
significant gap — the part scarcely on the policy
radar screen — is the set of strategies that would
retain and leverage the talent of the best teachers.
Even as we improve our recruiting and hiring and re-

The prospect of professional development led
by capable, accountable stars only increases
the astonishing potential of an education
culture dominated by excellent instructors.
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Opportunity Culture
An organization or field of endeavor open to all candidates with valid indicators of likely
performance and providing further opportunities for achievement, impact, and rewards that are
significant and proportional to each person’s actual effectiveness at work. Resources — money,
managerial attention, and further opportunities for achievement and impact — are allocated
disproportionately to people who are more effective at work.

Antonym — Security Culture
An organization or field of endeavor into which almost anyone can enter, nearly everyone can
stay, and opportunities for achievement, impact, and rewards are predetermined, not proportional
to the actual effectiveness of individuals at work. Resources — money, managerial attention, and
further opportunities for achievement and impact — are allocated by formula irrespective of
individuals’ effectiveness at work.

move more low performers, we need a substantially
heightened focus on education’s top talent.
Achieving that focus requires that we build an
“opportunity culture” in public education (see box
above). In an opportunity culture, the avenues available to teachers for personal achievement, impact on
children, and pay would be many and wide open, in
proportion to each teacher’s contributions to student

In an opportunity culture, the avenues
available to teachers for personal achievement, impact on children, and pay would
be many and wide open, in proportion
to each teacher’s contributions.
learning. Policies and systems would be aimed first
and foremost at identifying better teachers and providing them with more chances to achieve and help
more children, and to receive commensurate rewards.
More of the best would stay as they experienced
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career advancement and rewards on par with alternative careers. Eventually, the best teachers would
dominate not only the educational experience of
our nation’s children, but the professional culture in
education.
But U.S. education today is solidly built to be a
“security culture” and has only a few, weak elements
of an opportunity culture. Real career advancement
opportunities — in which better teachers can achieve
higher levels of excellence using their full range of
talents, reach more children, and reap the economic
and psychic rewards — are very limited. Even the
very best teachers, the ones who achieve three or
four times the learning results of others, have few opportunities and little more recognition and reward
beyond that of the worst teachers.
Proposals addressing the pieces needed to complete the opportunity culture puzzle are beginning
to circulate.71 These and others must move forward
far faster. Together, we must ensure that no major
policy or system acts as a barrier to further achievement, contribution, or reward opportunities for great
teachers.
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When great teachers reach more children,
a larger portion of per-pupil funding
can return to them.
Reach Extension: the Golden Key to an
Opportunity Culture
When great teachers reach more children than their
less-effective peers, a greater portion of per-pupil
funding flows can return to them. This provides a
pre-existing, sustainable means of supporting more
pay for better teachers who choose to achieve more
impact with their talents. Not all would choose
to extend their reach to more children, but many
would — if job roles and enabling technologies were
already organized to allow it in a variety of ways that
could tap each great teacher’s competencies, without
diluting effectiveness with students. Not only could
the best teachers reach more children directly, they
also could have a powerful leveraging effect by managing, mentoring, and otherwise enabling higher
performance by their more typical peers.
Reach extension by itself is an important means
for meeting the needs of far more children, but it is
also the first domino in a virtuous cycle of opportunity for great teachers. When large numbers of great
teachers have an all-you-can-eat menu of achievement opportunities and earn proportionally more
money:
→ more of the best potential teachers will enter the
profession;
→ more of the proven best will stay; and
→ dismissals will become far easier, because the replacement pool will be stronger and tomorrow’s
“bad hires” will be today’s average teachers.
Reach extension is the golden key to achieving — and
exceeding — our nation’s boldest goals, both for recruiting and retaining great teachers and for dismissing the worst.
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First Steps Toward Building an Opportunity
Culture: The Will and the Way
How can public education move toward an opportunity culture? This is the detailed subject of the
companion report, Seizing Opportunity at the Top.72
Here we initiate the conversation in hopes of igniting
further thinking and action by others. Two areas of
action are essential: finding the will and the way to
build an opportunity culture.
The Will. Our nation’s great teachers can accomplish only so much within the shackles of current policies and practices. They are dependent on
political leadership and management determination,
from the White House to the schoolhouse, to effect
changes that put great teachers first.

If great teachers can advance their careers
by reaching more children and earning
more money, more will stay, more will
enter, and low-performer dismissal will
become far easier.
Our federal government, state leaders, district
leaders, and school leaders must use the powers they
already have to remove barriers and start building
opportunities for our best teachers. When the power
is lacking, leaders must indeed lead and take our
nation’s laws, regulations, and other policies in new
directions that enable great teachers to reach more
children effectively. When will is wanting at the
local or state level, leaders with broader powers must
enforce existing laws in new ways that reflect modern
realities — or create new legal means for our nation’s
children to gain access to highly effective instruction.
The moral imperative is enormous, and the alternative unacceptable.
The Way. Many systems operate together to define our nation’s existing security culture in educa-
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tion. Of course these include human capital systems,
from recruitment, hiring, pre-service training, job
design, and professional development to performance
evaluation, tenure, and pay. But other systems play a
role as well: funding formulas, facilities, technology,
and school design.
These systems are a tightly wound chain of policies that choke off opportunities for our nation’s
best educators at every turn. For example, education
leaders who want to pay top teachers to reach more
children cannot in most district public schools, because pay is predetermined by formula in “steps and
lanes” compensation policies. Likewise, principals
with willing top-notch teachers who want to use
their work time to instruct far more children would
have to craft these roles from scratch, without an
existing flow of appropriately selected support staff,
and at the risk of violating state laws on class size.
Technology to import world-class instruction while
top teachers on site focus all work time on instructing more children in smaller groups is similarly
hampered by funding streams built for a one-teacherone-classroom model, even though this guarantees
children in the vast majority of classrooms a subexcellent instructional experience.
An opportunity culture, one that supports great
teachers at every turn, will include tightly designed
and purposefully implemented systems with clear
and specific goals. As a start, education leaders will
commit to the ultimate goal: providing every child
with instruction that achieves results at least on par
with what top-progress teachers provide today, by
any means necessary — in all important topics, every
year. In pursuit of that goal, teacher effectiveness
will be rigorously assessed with measures including
and correlated with student outcomes. These measures will be used to attract, identify, develop, retain,
reward, and extend the reach of great teachers. Supporting peers will play their part, but top-performing
teachers will be the undisputed leaders of the education field, without leaving instruction.
Because they will be clearly identified and their
reach extended to more children, great teachers will
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Our nation’s great teachers can accomplish
only so much within the shackles of current
policies and practices.
accrue far more pay, prestige, and power over education operations and policies. More high-potential
candidates will see education as “the place for me”
and enter, keeping today’s top teachers on their toes
and beginning a virtuous cycle of performance,
advancement opportunity, rewards, retention, and
further attraction of excellent new teachers. In an opportunity culture, the best teachers will never again
need to remind themselves why they chose education
over other careers. It will be obvious, and they will
have peers with whom they can openly reveal their
ambitions of achievement and impact on children
and our nation’s course.
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Education leaders within single schools,
districts, and charter management organi
zations, and across entire states can start
effecting these changes now.
Education leaders within single schools, districts,
and charter management organizations, and across
entire states can start effecting these changes now
— in some cases all at once, in others one by one.
Only one guidepost is needed to choose changes
wisely: a commitment that all children have access to
instruction that achieves high-progress results on par
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with today’s leading teachers. Leaders must do anything necessary to identify, utilize, and keep the great
teachers among us who can get the job done.

Conclusion
Policymakers and education leaders have far more
at their fingertips to offer our nation’s best teachers.
Top teachers, in turn, have far more to offer our nation’s children than current policies enable them to
deliver. We must work together to ensure that our
nation’s education system is rebuilt around America’s
great teachers. Building an opportunity culture in
education will take creativity, hard work, and determination, three of our nation’s greatest strengths and
ones we must rely on now to close our gaps, raise our
bar, and keep our nation great.
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